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ABSTRACT: This study is to present a framework for assessing structural reliability in 

association with fatigue damage at critical locations of long span bridges by making use of in-

situ wind and structural health monitoring systems. The Tsing Ma Bridge in Hong Kong, a long 

suspension bridge that carries both highway and railway, is taken as an example. The bridge has 

been continuously monitored for the past ten years by a system known as Wind and Structural 

Health Monitoring System (WASHMS), which measures the loadings and structural responses 

of the bridge. Railway, highway and wind loadings are considered to be major contributors to 

the fatigue damage of the bridge. Random parameters in probabilistic loading models are 

represented by mixture distribution functions and established by the expectation-maximization 

(EM) algorithm on the basis of the monitoring data acquired by WASHMS. Daily stochastic 

stress processes in response to railway, highway and wind loadings at critical locations are 

developed by virtue of the probabilistic loading models and the finite element stress analysis. 

With a Monte-Carlo simulation, a location-dependent probabilistic distribution function of daily 

stress ranges is then derived on the basis of a large number of virtual daily stochastic stress 

processes. Meanwhile, structural fatigue resistance is also considered as a random variable in 

the Miner’s rule taking account uncertainties in fatigue life assessment. Finally, a limit state 

function of fatigue reliability is elaborated and a fatigue reliability index is estimated, depending 

on combined wind, and railway and highway loadings. It is found that the fatigue reliability 

index decreases nonlinearly with time, and it will be less than 3.7 after 95 years for some critical 

elements.  

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Fatigue is one of the crucial structural safety issues mostly concerned by bridge engineers. In 

the past, deterministic methodology was widely applied to estimate the fatigue damage of steel 

bridge structures, but it was often questioned how reliable the results were in considering many 

uncertainties involved. As a matter of fact, uncertainties may directly arise from loads as well as 

structural peoperties [Zhao et al. (1994), William et al. (1997)]. However, few literatures 

discussed fatigue reliability of long span steel bridges carrying both motorway and railway in 

wind-prone regions, but in reality fatigue damage was induced simultaneously by multiple 

loadings with uncertainties in wind, highway and railway loadings. The difficulties of this 
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problem come from both the complexity of the structural analysis and the interaction among 

multiple stochastic loading profiles. This study therefore presents a framework for fatigue 

reliability analysis of long span bridges with wind and structural health monitoring systems 

(WASHMS). 

The Tsing Ma Bridge in Hong Kong, which is a long suspension bridge that carries both 

highway and railway, is taken as an example in this study. A WASHMS was developed and 

installed in the Tsing Ma Bridge in 1997, which has been operated by Highways Department in 

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) since then. A structural health monitoring 

oriented finite element (FE) model of the Tsing Ma Bridge (TMB) has also been established and 

updated using the dynamic response data acquired by WASHMS [Xu et al. (2009)]. Buffeting 

induced stress analysis and traffic loading induced stress analysis have been respectively 

performed and verified using wind data, traffic loading data and bridge response data recorded 

by WASHMS [Xu et al. (2009); Chen et al. (2008)]. The aforementioned studies lay down a 

good foundation for the present study. In the present study, railway, highway and wind loadings 

are projected based on evolutionary probabilistic loading models. The stress responses and 

stress range spectra at critical locations due to the concerned loadings are then estimated. By 

analyzing the stress range spectrum, the occurrence frequency of all stress ranges experienced 

by structural components of interest is subsequently evaluated. Fatigue reliability analysis is 

finally implemented after knowing the probabilistic distributions function of structural fatigue 

resistance, leading to a critical indicator for bridge maintenance management. 

2 PROBABILISTIC LOADING MODELS 

2.1 Probabilistic railway loading model 

The information required to describe the railway loading acting on a bridge should include train 

arriving time, train moving direction, train speed, the numbers and positions of bogies in a train, 

bogie loads and their distribution. Such information could be converted from the data recorded 

by two sets of special strain gauges under the two rail tracks in the WASHMS of the Tsing Ma 

Bridge. The measurement data analysis indicated that some loading parameters should be 

considered as random variables while others could be regarded as constants.  

In this study, the configuration of an 8-car train with 16 bogies is considered as a standard one 

running on the bridge (Figure 1). The running speed of all the trains is assumed to be the same 

and constant. The distribution pattern of 16 bogie loads in a train is assumed to be same for all 

the trains. Gross train weight (GTW) and train arriving time are, however, treated as two 

random variables. The random nature of the GTW is mainly due to uncertainties in passengers 

while the random nature of the train arriving time is due to many reasons. However, as all the 

trains run following a scheduled timetable, the scheduled arriving time of each train is assumed 

to constant and the random variable is used to represent only the minor difference between the 

actual arriving time and the scheduled arriving time. As a result, the actual arriving time of the 

ith  trains is the sum of the scheduled arriving instant and a random deviation. 

From the measurement data, it was found that some random variables could not be described by 

a single conventional probability distribution function. Mixture model distributions [McLachlan 

(2000)] are thus used to describe these random variables based on the measurement data and 

will be used in this study for highway loadings and stress range spectra as well.  Suppose that 

the random variable X is a mixture of n component random variables Yi. Then, the probability 

density function of X, denoted as fX(x), is a weighted sum of the probability density functions 

fYi(x) of its components. 
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α α+ + =L . The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm can be 

used to find the maximum likelihood estimates of parameters iα [Dempster et al. (1977)]. It is 

an iterative algorithm with two steps: an expectation step and a maximization step. Figure 2 

shows the measured and fitted probability density functions of the GTW of trains passing 

through the bridge based on the one month measurement data in November 2005. The final 

fitted probability density function is actually a weighted sum of the four Gaussian density 

functions. The random variable, representing the deviation of actual arrival time from the 

scheduled arriving time, could be described by a single Gaussian distribution as shown in Fig.3.  

 
Figure 1. Configuration of 8-car train running on Tsing Ma Bridge 
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Figure 2. GTW and mixture Gaussian distribution                 Figure 3. Deviations of arriving time of trains 

 

2.2 Probabilistic highway loading model 

The information on highway loading acting on a bridge should include the number of lanes in a 

bridge, the type of road vehicles, vehicle speed, vehicle arriving time, the numbers of axles in a 

vehicle, axle weight and spacing in a vehicle. For the Tsing Ma Bridge, such information was 

recorded by dynamic weigh-in-motion (WIM) stations for each lane. In this study, a road 

vehicle is simplified into a concentrated force perpendicular to the bridge highway surface to 

facilitate the investigation. Only road vehicles with a gross vehicle weight (GVW) more than 4 

tons are considered to influence the fatigue damage. The moving speed of all the vehicles on the 

bridge is assumed to be constant and equal to the mean speed measured in November 2005. The 

GVW, which describes the loading intensity of highway vehicles, and the time interval between 

adjacent vehicles, which are related to the occurrence frequency of highway vehicles, are treated 

as two random variables.  

Furthermore, the road traffic conditions are different among the slow lane, middle lane, and fast 

lane. The probabilistic distributions of GVW on different lanes should be respectively fitted. A 

mixture of Weibull density functions is therefore utilized to fit the measured GVW density 
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function for each lane. Figure 4 shows both measured and fitted GVW density functions for the 

slow, middle, and fast lanes in the Airport bound. For probabilistic distributions of time interval 

between adjacent vehicles, they may also be different during day and night, and accordingly 

they should be fitted separately. In this study, the time period from 23pm to 8 am is defined as 

“normal hours” in which less road vehicles pass over the bridge. The period from 8 am to 23 pm 

is called as “rush hours” in which more road vehicles run on the bridge. Figure 5 shows the 

measured and fitted density functions of time interval of adjacent vehicles on the slow lane in 

the Airport bound in “rush hours” and “normal hours” respectively. The fitted density functions 

are a mixture of Weibull density functions.  

 

       

(a)                                                     (b)                                                （c） 

Figure 4 GVW and mixture Weibull distribution in Airport bound (a) Slow Lane; (b) Middle Lane; (c) 
Fast Lane 

    

(a)                                                       (b) 

Figure 5. Time interval of adjacent vehicles and mixture Welbull distribution in slow lane of Airport 
bound: (a) rush hour; (b) normal hour 

2.3 Probabilistic wind model 

To determine wind loadings acting on the bridge for fatigue damage assessment, the 

probabilistic wind model should be established first. The mean wind speed and mean wind 

direction are two random variables considered in the probabilistic wind loading model. A 

practical joint probability distribution function is used in this study for a complete population of 

wind speed and wind direction based on two assumptions: (1) the distribution of the component 

of wind speed for any given wind direction follows the Weibull distribution; and (2) the 

interdependence of wind distribution in different wind directions can be reflected by the relative 

frequency of occurrence of wind.  
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where U  is the mean wind speed, Φ is the mean wind direction, ( )if u θ  is the conditional 

density function of u  at any given 
i

θ , ( )
i

p θ  is the relative frequency of occurrence of wind in 

wind direction 
i

θ , ( )
i

k θ  and ( )
i

λ θ  are parameters of Weibull distribution parameters 

estimated from measured wind data in the angle sector 
i

θ .  

Wind records of hourly mean wind speed and direction within the period between 1 January 

2000 and 31 December 2005 from the anemometer installed on the top of the Ma Wan tower of 

the Tsing Ma Bridge were used to find the joint probability density function of hourly mean 

wind speed and direction described by Eqs. 2 and 3. The further information can be found in Xu 

et al. (2009).  

3 STRESS ANALYSIS AND STRESS RANGE SPECTRUM 

A structural health monitoring oriented finite element model of the Tsing Ma Bridge, as shown 

in Figure 6, has been established with significant modeling features related to the bridge deck to 

facilitate the direct stress analysis [Xu et al. (2009)]. Buffeting-induced stress analysis and train-

induced stress analysis of the Tsing Ma Bridge have been performed recently by the authors. 

Based on the results from train-induced stress analysis and buffeting-induced stress analysis, 

one of the critical bridge deck sections, where high stresses occur, was found to be the bottom 

chords of the cross section of the bridge deck near the Tsing Yi tower. The six elements of No. 

34417, 38417, 40903, 48917, 39417 and 39917 are identified as the critical elements, as shown 

in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 6. 3-D Finite element model of the Tsing Ma Bridge 

 

Figure 7. Fatigue-critical elements and section 
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The stresses in the designated elements induced by railway loading, highway loading and wind 

loading are computed separately and then superposed. Because the train arriving time is daily 

scheduled, one-day time history of stress response induced by railway loading is computed as 

one sample. Considering the difference of highway traffic condition between “normal hour” and 

“rush hour”, the hourly stress response caused by highway loading is computed and then 

extended to one-day stress response time history. Since hourly mean wind speed is considered 

in this study, the hourly stress response caused by wind loading is computed and then extended 

to one-day stress response time history. 

To calculate the daily stochastic stress response due to railway loading, the GTW of the ith train 

in the jth direction (j =1, 2) is selected based on the GTW probabilistic distribution (Figure 2) 

and then proportionally distributed to each bogie according to bogie loading distribution. The 

arriving time of the ith train is determined by the sum of the scheduled arriving time and a 

random deviation that is obtained based on the Gaussian distribution (Figure 3). The stress 

response caused by the ith train is then computed. Such a process will continue until the stresses 

caused by all the trains in both directions in one day are computed and superposed to obtain 

one-day stress response time history. To calculate the daily stochastic stress response due to 

highway loading, the GVW of the ith road vehicle in the jth lane ( j = 1,L ,6) is selected based 

on the GVW probabilistic distribution in the jth lane (Figure 4). The stress response due to the 

ith vehicle is computed through a finite element-based vehicle-induced stress analysis. Time 

interval between the ith and (i+1)th road vehicles is then selected based on the probabilistic 

distribution of time interval of adjacent vehicles as shown in Figure 5.  Such a process will go 

on until the stresses caused by all the road vehicles in all the highway lanes in one day are 

computed and superposed to form one-day stress response time history. To calculate the daily 

stochastic stress response due to wind loading, the hourly mean wind direction is randomly 

selected based on the probabilistic distribution of mean wind direction, and the mean wind 

speed is subsequently selected based on the probabilistic distribution of mean wind speed in a 

given wind direction. The stress response due to wind loading in the ith hour is calculated 

through a finite element-based buffeting-induced stress analysis in consideration of both 

buffeting forces and self-excited forces. Such a process will go on until the stresses caused by 

wind loading in 24 hours is computed and superposed to form one-day stress time history. 
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Figure 8. Daily stress time histories induced by           Figure 9. Stress range spectrum and mixture  

train, truck and wind at location E38417                      model distribution at location E38417 

Figure 8 shows a sample of daily stochastic stress time histories at location E38417, induced by 

train, truck and wind, respectively. The rainflow counting method [Downing and Socie (1982)] 

is then applied to obtain the stress ranges from the superposed daily stress time history. 365 

samples of daily stress time histories are simulated, and stress ranges less than 1 MPa are 

neglected. The mixture Weibull distribution is utilized to obtain the stress range spectrum from 
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the 365 daily stress time histories. Figure 9 shows the stress range spectrum obtained for the 

element at location E38417 and its corresponding mixture model distribution.  

4 LIMIT STATE FUNCTION AND FATIGUE RELIABILITY INDEX 

Based on the Miner’s law and the empirical relationship between stress range and number of 

cycles to failure, the limit state function for the fatigue reliability can be defined as [Chung, 

2004]: 

( )0 0
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where 0K  and m  are constants related to material,  ∆  is the Miner’s damage accumulation 

index, and m

efS  is calculated based on the stress range spectrum. The total number N of 

accumulated stress cycles is the sum of the number 
j

N  of accumulated stress cycles in jth day 

for all days and it also equals to the mean daily cycle number 
N

µ  multiplied by the number of 

days n . In this study, the parameter 0K  is assumed to follow a lognormal distribution 

suggested in BS5400 part 10 [BSI (1982)]. The Miner’s damage accumulation index ∆  at 

fatigue failure for steel structures is also assumed to follow a lognormal distribution with a 

mean value µ∆ of 1.0 and a coefficient of variation δ∆  of 0.3 [Wirsching et al. (1987)]. 

Employing the lognormal distribution models for 0K  and ∆  in the limit state function Eq. (4) 

and applying random variable transformations, the fatigue reliability index β  can be found as: 
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ζ ζ
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Fatigue reliability analysis for the fatigue-critical elements (Figure 7) is performed and the 

fatigue reliability index is computed according to Eq. (5). The type of welded connection for the 

elements 34417, 38417, 40903, 48917, 39417 and 39917 is classified as F2 according to 

BS5400 [BSI (1982)]. The mean values and coefficients of variations of 0K  and ∆ , 
0K

λ , λ∆ , 

0Kζ and ζ ∆  are, respectively, taken as 27.7, -0.043, 0.524 and 0.294.  

 

 

Figure 10. Fatigue reliability index at different number of years at different locations 
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Figure 10 shows the computed fatigue reliability indices for different critical elements with the 

number of years. It can be seen that the fatigue reliability index decreases nonlinearly with time. 

It becomes less than 3.7 after 95 years for most critical elements. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The framework has been presented in this study for the fatigue reliability analysis of long span 

bridges subjected to multi-types of loadings and based on the information from structural health 

monitoring systems. The Tsing Ma Bridge, a long suspension bridge that carries both highway 

and railway in Hong Kong, has been taken as a case study. Based on the computed fatigue 

reliability indices for different critical structural elements with the number of years, it is found 

that the fatigue reliability indices for the critical elements decrease nonlinearly with the service 

time of the bridge. The indices become less than 3.7 after 95 years for some critical elements. 

Special detailed inspections may be required when the fatigue reliability index falls below 3.7. 
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